Solutions to the differential equation in Smith's Prize Examination taken by Maxwell are discussed. It was a competitive examination using which skill full students were identified and James Clerk Maxwell was one of them. He later formulated the theory of Electromagnetism and predicted the light speed & its value was subsequently confirmed by experiments. Light travel in a direction perpendicular to oscillating electric and magnetic field through a vacuum from sun. In the same exam paper, Maxwell answered the question related to Stokes Theorem of vector calculus which was used in the formalism of Electromagnetic theory.
Introduction
Question
Smith's Prize Exam
leads to the solution:
due to the reason for right hand side to be zero what are in curly brackets together must be zero.
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So it produces the differential equation The analysis done would be sufficient. 
Euler's Geometrical Problem

Conclusion
The results that we have derived are in concurrence with the solutions of Leonard Euler in his archives.
